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Chapte rr  3 

Pixell  detector s 

Siliconn detectors play an important role in the Atlas inner detector, as already mentioned 
inn the previous chapter. The principle of particle detection with silicon pixel devices is 
explainedd in this chapter. 

Afterr the first pixel detector was realised in 1988, a research and development collabo-
ration,, called RD19, started at CERN in 1991. The RD19 collaboration developed a large 
familyy of pixel detectors, of which many have been successfully integrated in high energy 
physicss experiments. Complete pixel detector systems were developed and integrated in 
thee fixed-target, heavy ion WA97 experiment [39] and later also in other experiments, as 
forr instance Delphi [40] and NA50 [41]. 

AA prototype pixel detector for Atlas, the LHCl pixel detector, was developed by the 
RD199 collaboration. The LHCl pixel detector is introduced in this chapter, whereas the 
characterisationn of the detector is presented in the next chapter. 

3.11 Pixel senso r 

3.1.11 Signa l formatio n 

Inn semiconductor detectors a traversing particle loses (a fraction of) its energy, which 
freess atomic electrons from their parent nuclei. If the energy loss of particles in matter is 
consideredd in general, several particle types should be distinguished [42], as wil l become 
clearr in the discussion below. 

Neutronss interact (rarely) with material through (in)elastic collisions with nuclei. If 
thiss happens, interaction products can be detected, and the interaction usually leads 
too degradation of the material caused by atomic displacements in the otherwise regular 
lattice. . 

Heavyy charged particles lose their energy through the Coulomb interaction with atomic 
electrons.. These electrons gain energy, which might excite them to a higher atomic level 
(excitation)) or even lead to an ejection from the parent atom (ionisation). Other types of 
interactions,, like elastic scattering or direct nuclear reactions with the nuclei have a much 
smallerr cross section, comparable to those for the neutral particles. 

Thee mean energy loss (per unit path length) of relativistic charged particles is de-
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Pixell  detectors 

scribrdd by the Bethe-Bloeh formula [42. 29]: 
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Inn th is formula1, t he measure of ionisation is reflected th rough the densi ty of a tomic 

electronss {pZN.^/A) and the charge1 of the incident particle. Furthermore, the energy loss 
largelyy depends on the velocity of the incident particle. This is illustrated in figure 3.1 
(a).. In this figure the energy loss per unit path length is given as a function of the velocity 
inn silicon. The energy loss drops with {^) until a minimum is readied around 3  ̂ — 3.Ó. 
Thiss minimum is called minimum ionisation and the particle in this situation is called 
Minimumm Ionising Particle or MIP. Particles with larger velocities lose an almost constant 
valuee of energy. This part of the curve in figure 3.1 (a) is called the Fermi plateau. Also 
indicatedd in this figure is the momentum of a pion corresponding to its velocity (through 
dyy = p/m}mm). Pious that have a momentum larger than about 0.2 GeV undergo an 
energyy loss close to the minimum value. 

Iff  a large amount of energy is lost to atomic electrons, they can gain enough energy to 
producee secondary ionisation or to exit the detector volume. These electrons are called 
(^-electrons.. The ^-electrons can produce detectable tracks, which wil l modify the signal 
off  a traversing particle in a detector. 

Siliconn sensors in high energy physics experiments art1 used as a MI P detector. How-
ever,, photon sources are often used to calibrate the detector (chapter 4). Photons lose 
theirr energy through three processes [43]: photo-electric effect. Compton scattering at low 
energiess and pair production at. relativistic energies. In the process of the photo-electric 
effectt a photon is absorbed by an atomic electron, which is then ejected from the parent 
nucleus.. Compton scattering is the elastic scattering of a photon on an electron. It is 
thee dominant process when the photon energy is higher than the atomic binding energy 
off  the electron. When a photon has enough energy (>  1 MeV) it can convert into an 
electron-positronn pair (pair production). The intensity of a photon beam (/0) decreases 
exponentiallyy when passing through material: 

with h 
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'Forr this form for the BethoBloch formula the assumption is made that the maximum energy transfer 
inn a. collision is in the form: Emax — 2mvt1

2y1. This is only valid for M » in, . where M the mass is for 
thee incident particle [29]. The correct equation for electrons provides a result that is not very different 
fromm equation (3.1). 
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3.11 Pixel sensor 

andd where p is the density of the material and (Tpfloto. Ocompton 
sectionss for the three processes. ptot is called the absorption coefficient 

andd Opair are the cross 

pio nn momentu m [GeV] 
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Figuree 3.1: Energy loss (of pions) in silicon according to the formula in 3.1 (a). The dashed line 
indicatesindicates the momentum at which a pion undergoes a minimum loss of energy. In (b) the Landau 
distributionsdistributions of the energy loss (in number of electrons) in silicon detectors of 300 pm thickness 
accordingaccording to equation (3.3) is shown. 

Alsoo mentioned here is the energy loss of electrons due to Bremsstrahlung. Brems-
strahlungg is the radiation emitted by electrons when they are decelerated in the electrical 
fieldss of nuclei. The energy loss due Bremsstrahlung is defined by the the radiation length 
(Xo),(Xo), which is the distance over which the incident electron loses 1/e of its energy. The 
radiationn length of silicon is 9.36 cm. so 300 /im thick silicon represents only 0.32% of a 
radiationn length. However, the radiation length for the Atlas inner detector (including 
supportt frame), is in the order of 40-60% X0. In this case Bremsstrahlung is not negligible. 

Thee average energy loss by charged particles is described by the Bethe-Bloch formula, 
butt manifests itself as a random, statistical process and the energy loss wil l be distributed 
accordingg to a probability distribution [44, 45]. For thick absorbers, i.e. a few cm for a 
siliconn device, the fluctuations around the mean value for the energy loss are Gaussian. 
Forr thin absorbers the energy loss probability can be approximated with a Landau distri-
bution.. This distribution is defined as [45, 46]: 

0(A) ) 
1 1 

2Ï7T T II II As+.ss In s ds ds (3.3) ) 

where-- A is a dimensionlcss number, proportional to the energy loss, and c is a real positive 
number.. In figure 3.1 (b) the energy deposition distribution according to the distribution 
inn equation 3.3 (in number of electrons) is shown for a 300 /um thick silicon detector. The 
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Pixell detectors 

property y 

atomicc number, Z 

atomicc weight, .4 

density y 

ionisationn potential 

minimumm ionising energy loss 

bandd gap, E,f 

energyy per electron-hole pair 

dielectricc constant 

radiationn length 

electronn mobility 

resistivity y 

value e 

14 4 

28.09 9 

2.33 3 

172 2 

166 6 

1.12 2 

3.6 6 

1ft. . 

9.36 6 

1350 0 

22 x 105 

unit t 

gem" 3 3 

eV V 

MeVg - 1 cm 2 2 

eV V 

eV V 

F/cm m 

cm m 

c m - ' V - VV ' 

Hem m 

Tablee 3.1: Some properties of silicon. 

distributionn shows a typical shape with a long tail at one side. Due to the tail, the mean 
valuee of the distribution does not correspond to the most probable value. 

3.1.22 Senso r technolog y 

Thee energy deposited by traversing particles as discussed above wil l excite atomic electrons 
inn semiconductors to a higher atomic energy level. The energy levels are grouped in energy 
bands,, due to the periodic lattice spacing in the crystal structure. The highest energy 
bandd is called the conduction band, which is separated from the valence band. 

Inn semiconductors, the energy gap is small. Thermal excitation or energy deposited 
byy a traversing particle, can bring an electron easily from the valence into the conduction 
band.. When an electron is brought into the conduction band, a vacancy remains in 
thee valence band, called a hole. Under influence of an electrical field the electrons in the 
conductionn band and the holes in the valence1 band wil l generate an electrical current. The 
mostt commonly used semiconducting material for particle detectors and micro-electronic 
circuitss is silicon2. Some of its properties can be found in table 3.1. Note in this table, 
thee low value of 3.6 eV for the energy that is required to create an electron-hole pair3. 
Thiss low value results in a most probable value of about 25 000 electron-hole pairs for a 
minimum-ionisingg particle in a 300 /mi thick detector. 

Thee number of electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band in 
undopedd (or intrinsic) material is equal, but can be altered when impurities are brought 
intoo the material. This is called doping. Doped material contains atoms with an electron 
lesss or extra in the outer most shell. If the ''doping" atom has an electron extra it is 
calledd a donor: an acceptor when it has an electron less. In silicon, phosphorus is a 
typicall  donor, while boron is often used as an acceptor. Doping concentrations as large as 
10200 atoms/cm'1 can be reached. Doped semiconductors are called rc-type semiconductors 

22 Besides silicon, also diamond [47] and gallium-arsenide [48] are under study for an application as a 
particlee detector in LHC experiments. 

3Coinparee this value with 30 cV. which is the typical energy needed to en-ate an electron-ion pair in 
gaseouss detectors. 
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Figuree 3.2: Principle of depletion of semiconductor device using an abrupt p-n junction. 

iff  they are doped with donors, whereas p-type semiconductors are doped with acceptors. 
Inn detectors, a combination of p- and n-doped semi-conducting material is used as 

depictedd in figure 3.2. This forms a p-n junction or diode. Charge carriers from both 
sidess of the junction wil l recombine when they diffuse across the junction. After the 
recombinationn of electrons and holes, charged donors and acceptors are left behind. I t 
thiss way an electrical field arises across the junction, resulting in a built-in potential. The 
built-inn potential blocks further diffusion. The region over which the fixed space charge is 
left,, is called the depletion region. An external field can be applied with the same polarity 
ass the built-in potential. This reverse bias wil l increase the depletion region and if the 
depletionn is as large as the thickness of the silicon layer, the sensor is called fully-depleted. 
Thee thickness of the depletion layer (d) is given by [45]: 

d «« y/2e/j,p(Vrb + Vbi) (3.4) ) 

wheree e is the dielectric constant, p the majority charge carrier mobility. Vrt the reverse 
biass potential, V& the built-in potential and p is the resistivity. From equation 3.4 and 
thee values given in table 3.1 the average depletion voltage of silicon sensors is calculated 
too be 40 to 50 Volts. 

Thee thickness of the depletion layer is important and should be large, since the depleted 
regionn is the sensitive part of the detector. Electron-hole pairs that are created here wil l 
floww under influence of the applied bias voltage towards the electrodes. 

Thee collection time of the charge carriers decreases with an increasing depletion volt-
age.. In a typical sensor of 300 pm thickness, electrons are collected within about 8 ns, and 
holess within about 25 ns [29]. With these small collection times, the transverse diffusion 
off  the charge carriers is limited. 

Siliconn used in semiconductor detectors should be highly resistive to allow total de-
pletionn at a reasonable voltage, well below the breakdown field of silicon (~ 5-105 V/cm). 
Resistivityy wil l also limi t the leakage currents, which can be a source of noise (section 
3.3.2). . 
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Figuree 3.3: Cross-sectional view of a semiconductor detector, showing the different layers. 
DimensionsDimensions are not to scale. 

3.1.33 Posit ion sensitive detectors 

Inn position sensitive detectors a pn-junction is used as depicted in figure 3.3. As can be 
seenn in this figure, a series of individual p-type implants are placed on an n-type bulk. 
Thee implants have a typical thickness of less than i /im. whereas the total thickness of a 
sensorr is typically 300 /im. Also shown in figure 3.3 is that the (active) area of implants 
iss surrounded by a guard ring. It shapes the electrical field near the edge of the sensor. 
Inn this way a uniform behaviour of the complete area is ensured. 

AA particle induces a signal on one (or few) implants; in this way information on the 
trackk position can be extracted. Segmentations of the implants exist in a large variety: 
Forr silicon strip detectors [49] the implants are long strips of typically 6-7 cm and 10 to 
1000 (im wide. Rectangular shaped implants with sides of 1 mm (or more) are called pad 
detectorss [50]. If the implants are very small rectangles with sides in the order of 100 -200 
/im.. the detector becomes a pixel detector [50, 51]. The shape of the electrodes essentially 
determiness the spatial precision of the detector. Assuming that all charge is collected on 
onee strip (pixel), the root mean square position precision is the p i tch/ \ / Ï2 (section 4.4.4). 
Thee pitch is defined as the distance of the centre of the strip (pixel) to the centre of its 
neighbour. . 

Thee advantage of pad and pixel detectors is that they offer unambiguous three dimen-
sionall  information. Strip detectors are limited to two dimensions. Although this problem 
iss overcome with double sided strip detectors they still have ambiguities in case of multiple 
particless incident at the same time. 

Att the p implants on a n-type detector (figure 3.3) holes are collected. In contrast n 
onn p and n on n detectors can be built, where the collected charge consists of electrons. 
Usuallyy one implant (the anode in p on n detectors and the cathode in n on p) covers the 
wholee sensitive area and is called the backplane. 
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3.22 Readout of a pixel detector 
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Figuree 3.4: Charge sensitive amplifier directly coupled to a sensor diode. 

3.22 Readout of a pixel detector 

3.2.11 Signal processing 

Chargee collected at the implant has to be amplified and shaped before registration. The 
implantt can be either capacitively (AC) or directly (DC) coupled to a preamplifier as 
depictedd in figure 3.4. In case of AC coupling the fast component of the charge is seen 
byy the readout electronics on a coupling capacitance between the sensor and the readout 
electronics.. The capacitance consists generally of an additional Si02 layer between the 
implantss and the aluminium contacts. In this way a metal-oxide-silicon (MOS) capaci-
tancee is formed. In addition, each strip needs a large bias resistor to the guard ring. Like 
thee coupling capacitance, the bias resistor is usually integrated in the sensor. 

Inn contrast to strip detectors, in pixel detectors leakage currents are naturally small 
andd the detector can be kept simple (and cheap) by using DC coupling. Any leakage cur-
rentt entering the front-end electronics is compensated by a leakage current compensation 
mechanism.. In such a mechanism the sensor leakage current is compensated by adding 
currentt at the front-end amplifier input, which is equivalent to the opposite value of the 
estimatedd sensor leakage current. 

Thee front-end amplifier is in most cases a charge sensitive amplifier (CSA) and inte-
gratess the collected charge onto a feedback capacitor {Cfb). The input signal is amplified 
byy a factor Qi„/Cf b. The amplifier is reset by discharging the feedback capacitance over 
thee feedback resistance. The reset time is defined by rreset = CjbRfb and should be small 
enoughh to avoid pile up. In addition, a large value for Rfb contributes to the noise. 

Inn a following stage the signal can be shaped to limi t the bandwidth and improve the 
noise.. It can be further amplified, and eventually it can pass through a discriminator. In 
ann analog readout system, a value proportional to the height of the signal is stored. In 
aa digital system the analog signal is converted in to one of several discrete values. Pixel 
detectorss are commonly read out binary. Here, the signal is stored as binary information: 
signall  or no signal. In contrast to analog readout, binary readout reduces the overall data 
volumee and hence the readout bandwidth is enhanced. 

Thee complete readout chain can, thanks to modern micro-electronics, be compressed 
inn application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Because of the relative small size of 
thee circuits, they can be located close to the sensors. 
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3.2.22 Nois e 

Sincee the signal in silicon detectors appears as electrons, noise is often expressed in its 
Equivalentt Noise Charge (ENC). A closer look at the noise sources in the design phase of 
aa readout circuit can lead to a minimisation of the noise. There are three dominant noise 
sourcess in the readout, electronics of semiconductor detectors [52]: 

•• Thermal noise in the channel region of the input amplifier. Channel thermal noise 
iss given by: 

ENC?,, ex IkT C\ (3.5) 

wheree k is the Boltzmann constant. T the temperature. gm the transconduetance of 
thee input transistor. Ct the total input capacitance, q the electric charge and r, the 
peakingg time of the shaper. 

•• Flicker noise (or 1/f noise) is determined by the input transistor as well: 

ENC?? « J^T S (3-6) 

wheree Kf is a process dependent constant, Cox the gate-oxide capacitance per unit 
area,, W and L the transistor dimensions. 

•• Noise due to leakage current depends both on the sensor and electronics: 

ENC?? oc g (3.7) 

wheree IfJ is the sensor leakage current. 

Alll three noise sources add as: 

ENC tt - ^ / E N C S + ENCj + ENC* (3.8) 

Forr strip detectors the three noise sources are approximately equivalent and typically 
inn the order of 200-300 electrons each [52]. 

Typicall values for a pixel detector are: Ct ~ 90 IF. gm ~ 40 ^A/V. r s ~ 10 — 150 ns 
andd I0 = 10 nA. With these values the thermal noise of the input transistor is the largest 
andd can be estimated to be in the order of 100 electrons. The leakage current per detector 
elementt and the total input capacitance can be a factor of 100-200 lower than in strip 
detectors.. Therefore the noise in pixel detectors is naturally smaller due to the large 
segmentationn of the detector. 

3.2.33 Transisto r technolog y and fabricatio n processe s 

Thee requirements for the readout chain determine the choice for the technology in which 
thee transistors in the ASICs will be built and designed. For most readout circuits the 
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3.22 Readout of a pixel detector 

transistorss are build in so-called CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon) technol
ogy4.. In figure 3.5 (a) an nMOS Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is shown. In CMOS 
technology,, both nMOS and pMOS5 are combined as schematically depicted in figure 3.5 
(b)) and has the main advantage of low power dissipation. The combination of the two 
typess of transistors makes sure that always one of the transistors is "switched off'" and 
noo DC current will flow to either of the transistors. Therefore the only power dissipation 
occurss during switching transients. A possible disadvantage is that the CMOS technology-
iss relatively vulnerable to radiation. 

° V d d d 

v i i 

insulator r 
(SiQ2) ) 

(a) ) 

H H 
D D 

D D 

pMOS S 

v0 0 

nMOS S 

(b) ) 

Figuree 3.5: Cross-sectional view of a simplified n-channel MOSFET in (a). In (b) a schematic 
drawingdrawing of an nMOSFET and a pMOSFET (forming an inverter) in the CMOS technology is 
shown.shown. In most literature the length of the transistor is used as a measure for the technology. 

ASICss are manufactured on a circular shaped wafer, which is a thin slice of silicon 
withh a typical diameter of 100 mm, 150 mm or 200 mm and thickness in the order of a 
feww hundred micrometers. 

Ass shown in figure 3.5 (a) the transistor is built from several layers. The layers are 
broughtt onto the wafer by means of photo-lithography. In this process layers are produced 
byy alternatively depositing material and etching material away from the wafer. Each 
layerr etched away is defined by a mask, exposing a photosensitive material (called photo
resist)) to light. The wafer is then chemically etched. To achieve the smallest patterns on 
thee wafer, light of small wavelength is needed. Transistors channel lengths (figure 3.5) 
nowadayss can be reduced to a size of less than 0.25 fira in production by using deep UV 
lightt of 248 nm wavelength. Transistors with a length of 0.03 tira have been made in 
researchh projects (1999) [54]. 

4Otherr technology is for instance bipolar NPN transistor technology. Transistors in the bipolar tech
nologyy have the advantage of high speed, high transconductance and low noise at the cost of high power 
dissipationn and a low packing density capability compared to CMOS technology [53]. 

5Heree the n and p denote the type of charge carrier in the channel region of the transistor. 
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3.33 Radiation damage 

3.3.11 Expected particle fluence in Atlas 

AA source of concern in LHC experiments is the extreme high level of radiation, causing 
degradationn of the detectors. In figure 3.6 the expected radiation levels in the Atlas inner 
detectorr are shown for both charged and neutral particles. Since most charged particles 
comee from p-p interactions the intensity is expected to scale with 1/r2 as can be seen 
fromm figure 3.G. The neutral particle fluence is more uniform due to the baekscattering 
fromm the calorimeters. It should be stressed that the amount of radiation is not precisely 
understood,, but a particle fluence up to 1014 em~2 y r - 1 in the B-layer can be expected. In 
siliconn a fluence- of 4 x l 0 1 3 charged particles produces a radiation dose of about 1 Mrad. 
Itt means that the B-layer will be («posed to several Mrad. 

Figuree 3.6: Expected flux per year of charged (a) and neutral particles (b) in the Atlas inner 
detectordetector (from [23]). 

3.3.22 Radiation damage in silicon detectors 

Studyingg radiation damage in semiconductors different types are distinguished: bulk and 
surfacee damage [55. 41. 56]. A third type of damage occurs in circuits and devices, when a 
heavilyy ionising particle delivers locally so much charge that the functioning is disturbed, 
e.g.. by flipping the bit information in a memory cell: single-event upset. 

Bulkk damage occurs when particles lose their energies through inelastic scattering 
withh the nuclei. If the incident particle carries sufficient energy, the struck nucleus can 
bee ejected from its position in the lattice. When no recombinations follow, the detector 
propertiess are changed. A struck nucleus can even have enough energy to initiate a 
secondaryy displacement process. Note that (heavy) neutral particles are more effective in 
damagingg the material, since they do not loose their energy through ionisation but only 
throughh (in)elastic scattering. 

Surfacee damage is due to charge built up. produced by ionising irradiation. Electron-
holee pairs are produced in the silicon oxide (SiC^) and at the Si /Si0 2 interface. While 
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Figuree 3.7: Calculated effective doping concentration versus (high-energy) proton flux for 
siliconsilicon with initial donor concentrations of Nd0 = 1012 cm~3 and N,m = 1013 cm~3. 

electronss have a high mobility, the holes are practically immobile in the oxide, and ac
cumulatee in the oxide near the Si/Si()2 interface. This results in a modification of the 
electricall field in the vicinity of the Si/Si02 interface. 

Radiatio nn damag e in sensor s 

Inn sensors most deterioration can be expected from damage in the bulk. Bulk damage 
manifestss itself in the increase of leakage current and the modification of the apparent 
dopantt concentration. Studies [57] have shown that the effective dopant concentration, 
definedd as |iVeff| = Na — ATd changes during irradiation. The concentration of donors (iVd) 
tendss to decrease during irradiation, whereas the acceptor concentration (Na) tends to 
increase.. The overall effect leads to type inversion and can be parametrised by: 

NNeSeS = NMe-c* + 0<j> (3.9) 

wheree 4> is the particle fluence, A^o the initial donor concentration and c and j3 are (posi
tive)) fluence independent parameters. In figure 3.7 the effect of type inversion is shown for 
twoo values of initial effective dopant concentrations. The "dip" in the distributions repre
sentss the point of type inversion. Although the pn-junction remains operational, the bias 
voltagee needed for full depletion will grow to a point where junction breakdown occurs 
beforee full depletion. Since the effects get more severe after extensive detector annealing, 
coolingg will extend the lifetime of the Atlas inner detector. Detailed simulations with 
warmm up scenarios during shutdown or access periods show that the optimal operating 
temperaturee is —6° C. 

Becausee of the smaller sensor elements, the increase of leakage current has less influence 
onn the operation of pixel detectors than strip detectors. The current increase by itself is 
thee same for both types of detectors, but due to the fine segmentation, the current per 

NNd0d0 = W'3cm3 

NNdodo=10'=10'22cm cm 

II I I Mi l l 

101 1 1 0 "" 10 ' 

Fluenc ee [cnr 21 
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Pixell detectors 

sensorr element in pixel detectors remains relatively low. 
moree radiation tolerant detector concept. 

Hencee the pixel detector is 

Radiatio nn damag e in electronic s 

Thee radiation damage in electronics consists to a large extent of surface damage, but also 
thee phenomenon of single event effect (SEE) plays a role. Bulk damage can be neglected, 
becausee micro-electronic components are built on the surface of the silicon substrate. 
Thee charge density can be large enough to change the state of a device (called single 
eventt upset. SEU). Single event effects can even have destructive consequences when the 
createdd charge density invokes short circuits, which is called single event latch-up (SEL). 
Inn contrast to SEE. which causes changes in the micro-electronic circuit due to a single 
highh energy transfer, surface damage manifest itself as a total dose effect. In the first 
place,, a fixed positive (hole) charge is built up in the gate oxide and this causes a shift 
off the threshold of the transistor. The damage at the interface also changes the gain of 
thee transistor. Secondly, charge is also built up in the transistor isolation (field oxide) 
andd causes a leakage current between source and drain and hence a malfunctioning of the 
transistorr as indicated in figure 3.8. 

leakagee I 
pathh ' ' B^spuK 

top top 

side side 
channel l 
regionn gate oxide 

ii positive trapped charge 
inducedd current leakage path 

Figuree 3.8: Top and side view of a transistor. Indicated are the trapped charge and the path 
ofof the resulting leakage current. 

Twoo solutions are being studied to increase radiation tolerance: 

•• Radiation hard technologies6: DMILL7. In this technology each component is iso
latedd from the bulk by an oxide film between the bulk and the component layer. 
Moreover,, each component is also isolated from its neighbour by so-called oxide 
trenches,, comparable to insulating walls from the top of the wafer down to the ox
idee film. In this way each component is protected to parasitic signals. DMILL is 
guaranteedd to be radiation hard up to 10 Mrad. 

•• Technologies with smaller transistor sizes in CMOS (deep-submicron) have shown to 
bee more radiation hard [58]. As components decrease in size, the charge collection 

6Specificc radiation hard technologies, like DMILL, suffer from the lack of interest in industry. Therefore 
thee availability of these technology in the future might be questionable. 

7Durcii Mixte Isolant Logico Lineaire. 
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inn the oxides (figure 3.8) decreases, resulting in a smaller leakage current. How
ever,, each component must be surrounded by its own guard ring, avoiding parasitic 
currentss to neighbouring components. This design technique is known as enclosed-
transistorr layout or edgeless transistor. Although deep-submicron technologies have 
noo guarantee to be radiation hard, it has proven to be competitive with rad hard 
technologies. . 

3.44 Design of hybrid pixel detectors 

Inn a pixel detector sensor, the readout electrodes are segmented and typically sized less 
thann 0.1 mm2 . In contrast to strip detectors, it enables the measurement of space points 
off particle tracks in three dimensions in one single sensor layer. This is specially helpful 
inn two track separation and pattern recognition in high multiplicity events. 

Disadvantagee of a 2D readout is its complexity: each pixel has its own readout chain 
withh an amplifier, shaper, discriminator, delay line, etc. In a hybrid 8 pixel detector the 
front-endd electronics of each single pixel are located in a separate readout chip with a 
matchingg geometry. Note that the size of a pixel is limited by the size of a cell in the 
readoutt chip. Therefore, trade-offs between the functionality in the readout and the pixel 
sizee should be considered. Fortunately, modern technologies make it feasible to increase 
thee component density and therefore smaller pixels with increasing intelligence can be 
built. . 

Thee mechanical and electrical connection from the sensor to the readout chip is es
tablishedd by small solder (or indium) bumps is shown in figure 3.9 (a). The technique of 
thee attachment of two chips face-to-face through solder bumps is called flip-chip bump 
bonding. . 

particlee track * 

(a) ) 

Figuree 3.9: Cross section of a hybrid interconnection (a). In (b) solder bumps on a hybrid pixel 
detectordetector before bonding are shown. The diameter of the bumps is 28 fim. 

Comparedd to industry standards, critical requirements to the flip-chip connection for 
hybridd pixel detectors are the number and the size of the bumps. While in industry 

8Otherr pixel detector concepts are for instance SOI (Silicon On Insulator) [59] and monolithic [60] 
pixell detectors. 

(1.) ) 
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bumpss with diameters of 100-200 p,m are standard, the small pitches in pixel detectors 
demandd smaller bumps: 20-30 ^m. For small bumps high precision placements during 
flip-chipp assembly are required. In figure 3.9 (b) a photograph of solder bumps is shown. 
Thee bumps with a diameter of 28 pm are placed on the readout chip with a pitch of 
500 fim. Secondly, hybrid pixel detectors require 2000-3000 (or more) bumps per readout 
chip.. Both these aspects affect the yield, which is an important number. Furthermore, 
thee bump bonding should remain robust, since the pixel detectors are nearly irreplaceable 
afterr installation in Atlas. 

3.4.11 Pixel modules 

Pixell modules integrate a large sensor with several readout chips and form the building 
blockss of a pixel detector system. Sensors can be produced on a wafer-size scale, but 
becausee of their complexity, readout chips can only be produced with a reasonable yield 
onn the square centimetre scale. A typical pixel module will therefore consist of one large1 

sensorr with several readout chips bump-bonded onto it. 
Thee first pixel module was built for the WA97 experiment [39] and is shown in figure 

3.100 (a). WA97 is a fixed target, heavy-ion experiment, which uses the Omega2 [61] and 
LHC11 readout chips (section 3.4.2) for tracking particles in a high occupancy environment. 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 3.10: Pixel module for the WA97 experiment (a). Readout chips are bump-bonded on a 
largelarge sensor and glued with the backs to a PCB. In (b) a schematic drawing of the Delphi module 
isis shown. 

Inn an easily accessible experiment like WA97. the mechanical support, is not an item 
off concern. But for collider experiments, compact and small modules are necessary. Fur
thermoree the module has to be as thin as possible, otherwise the tracking performance 
willl decrease due to multiple scattering. 

Thee first collider experiment to use pixel detectors is the Delphi experiment at CERN 
[62,, 32], For this experiment modules were designed and constructed as shown in figure 
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Figuree 3.11: Sensor of the LHC1 pixel detector. The granularity of the pixels is visible, also 
thethe guard ring that surrounds the pixels can be seen. The dimension of the sensor as shown 
herehere is in reality 9.78 x 8.25 mm2. The area in the dashed square is shown in detail in figure 
3.12. 3.12. 

3.100 (b). In such a module 16 readout chips arc bump-bonded on a sensor-substrate. 
Bump-bondss are also used to connect the readout chips to a data bus. The data bus 
consistss of aluminium lines, which are integrated into the silicon along the rim of the 
sensor.. Wire-bonds are used to connect these busses to a kapton foil, which establish the 
connectionn to the off-detector electronics through a second and longer kapton foil. 

AA new technology, called the multi-chip module "deposit" (MCM-d). has been inves
tigatedd for the use in pixel modules in Atlas. Using the MCM-d technology, all power 
andd data busses can be integrated on the sensor, by depositing alternately isolating and 
metall layers. In this way a very high routing density can be reached, avoiding the use of 
kaptonn foils as used in the Delphi module. The MCM-d technology and the details of the 
designn of a prototype MCM-d module are presented in appendix A. 

3.4.22 Th e LHC 1 hybri d pixe l detecto r 

Afterr the introduction of a pixel detector in WA97 [63], the RD19 collaboration aimed 
towardss a pixel detector which could fulfill LHC requirements. This includes digital fea
turess as timing adjustments and testability of individual pixels. The LHC1 pixel detector 
[64]] was designed by the RD19 collaboration and is described in this chapter. 

Sensor r 

Bothh sensor and readout chip are a matrix of 2048 rectangular pixels. A photograph of 
thee sensor is shown in figure 3.11. The pixels are 50 x 500 fim2 and are arranged in 16 
columnss and 128 rows. The sensor is 300 p:m thick and consist of p-type implants in n-type 
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Figuree 3.12: Two different types of pixel geometry: C-type (a) and A-type (b). At the bottom 
thethe guard ring is visible. One pixel measures to 50 x 500 p m2. 

bulk.. The p implants are arranged as depicted in figure 3.12. Besides the "conventional" 
rectangularr pixel (hereafter referred to as C-type), an "advanced" (A-type) pixel geometry 
wass designed and fabricated. The implants of the A-type pixel consist of five implanted 
islandss connected by the metallisation layer. The aim of this geometry is to reduce the 
parasiticc capacitive coupling to the neighbouring pixels and hence the noise due to the 
coupling.. Simulations [65] have shown the difference in inter-pixel capacitances between 
pixelss in A-type and C-type detectors: 78 fF for a C-type pixel and 44 fF for an A-type 
pixel.. Also visible in figure 3.12 is the connection of two lower pixels to the guard ring. 
Thesee "dummy" pixels are used to determine the leakage current. The determination of 
thee leakage current is needed for the leakage1 current compensation mechanism. 

Bothh types of sensors are produced on 100 mm wafers at Canberra [66]. 

Readou tt  chi p 

Thee binary LHCT pixel readout chip is full custom9 designed in the 1 pm SACMOS10 

process.. In this technology the high component density, needed for the 106 transistors in 
thee chip, can be reached. The readout chip was designed at CERN and manufactured at 
Faselecc [67]. 

Thee front-end electronics are identical for each pixel and are schematically depicted 
inn figure 3.13. A signal enters the readout chain at the preamplifier either from the 
detectorr input or via the test input. When the amplified signal surpasses the discriminator 
thresholdd level a fast-OR signal is generated and the signal enters the delay line. The 
thresholdd value can be adjusted for the entire chip (not individual cells). The fast-OR 
signall runs down the column and can be used to create (in coincidence with an external 
trigg(H')) a strobe signal for this particular column. The strobe signal sends the signal from 

0Inn full custom design the layout of each component is optimised to reach the highest component 
density.. In contrast, in standard cell design the basic building blocks of the design are chosen from a 
standardd cell library, which makes the design faster and less labour intensive. 

10SACMOS:: Self Aligned Contact Metal Oxide Silicon, which provides a contact density equivalent to 
0.66 pm CMOS process. 
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thee delay line to the latch. Subsequently a clock synchronises the shift of the latched data 
column-wisee to the periphery of the chip. Also indicated in figure 3.13 is the possibility of 
maskingg each pixel by setting a switch between the threshold discriminator and the pulse 
shaper.. Masking is needed in case of noisy pixels. Furthermore, in addition to a nominal 
valuee for the delay, which is set for all the pixels on the chip, the delay length in each pixel 
cann be tuned by means of a 3-bit delay trim. The functions of a pixel cell can be seen in 
figurefigure 3.14. In figure 3.15 a photograph of the readout chip is shown. Individual cells 

preampp discriminator 
threshold d 

C.LL adjust 

tunablee delay 
pulsee delay strobe 
shaperr trim 

memory y 

detector r 
input t 

fast t 
OR R 

data a 

Figuree 3.13: Readout diagram of a single readout cell. 

500 |J.m 

5000 urn 

Figuree 3.14: Photograph of a single readout pixel. From left to right the picture shows: flip-
flopflop connection to the analog test signal, bump pad and preamplifier, the discriminator, the 
flip-flopflip-flop for masking the pixel and the delay line. 

cann not be seen, but the 16 columns are clearly visible. The complete chip measures 8.72 
xx 9.12 mm2 with an active area of 8 x 6.35 mm2 The lower part of the chip consist of 
thee End-of-Column logic- (EoC) and other general services. In this periphery, the strobe 
signall is generated and the data from the columns is collected. Furthermore, the bias 
voltagess of the chips are regenerated in the periphery and distributed over the chip. 

Bum pp bondin g 

Thee bump bonding process for the LHC1 detector was carried out by GEC-Marconi Ltd. 
[68].. The bumps have a diameter of 28 /an and are made of Pb/Sn. For reasons that have 
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Figuree 3.15: Photograph of a complete LHC1 readout chip. Besides the granularity of the pixel 
columns,columns, at the bottom of the chips the End-of-Column and the wire-bond pads are visible. 

nott been understood the yield varied widely from one time to another. However, more 
thann 900 assemblies with more than 95% good bumps have been made. 
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